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Module 8 Overview Document 

Table 1: Timeline of Tasks in the Module 

Timeline of 
tasks in the 
Module 

Day 1 75 min 8.1 Which One Doesn’t Belong? 
Homework 8.2 Examining Student Thinking about Static vs. 

Dynamic Representations of Function: Which One 
Doesn’t Belong? 
Read: 
Bailey, N. G., Reed, S. D., Fye, K., McCulloch, A. 

W., & Lovett, J. N. (2020). #WODB: The 
power of dynamic representations. 
Mathematics Teacher: Learning and 
Teaching PK-12, 113(10), 845–850. 

Day 2 15 min 8.3 Matching Functions to Their Dynagraph 
60 min 8.4 Deciding How to Respond: Matching Functions 

to Their Dynagraph

8.2 Facilitation Notes 

This task is intended to follow after teachers complete and discuss their own responses 
to 8.1 Which One Doesn’t Belong? In this task teachers will see students completing the 
same two WODB tasks and be asked to compare and contrast the ways they reason 
about WODB given the different representations.  

This task works well as a homework assignment, which would include reading Bailey et 
al. (2020) after completing the task. This article discusses this task, unpacks student 
thinking on the task, and the potential of using dynamic representations in WODB tasks 
more generally. The videos in the article are linked below so you can share them with 
your teachers.  

Bailey, N. G., Reed, S. D., Fye, K., McCulloch, A. W., & Lovett, J. N. (2021). 
#WODB: The Power of Dynamic Representations. Mathematics Teacher: 
Learning and Teaching PK-12, 113(10), 845–850. 

 Video 2: McKenzie and Tia Exploring the WODB Task 

 Video 3: D’Niya and Ethen Exploring the WODB Task 

Since Bailey et al. (2020) unpacks student thinking on videos similar to those included 
in the assignment, a long discussion after completing 8.2 Which One Doesn’t Belong? 
Examining Student Thinking About Static and Dynamic Representations of Function is 

https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule8/materials/8.0_At_a_Glance.pdf
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
https://pubs.nctm.org/view/journals/mtlt/113/10/article-p845.xml
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule8/Mod8.2_MTLT_Video_2_McKenzie_and_Tia_Exploring_the_WODB_Task.html
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule8/Mod8.2_MTLT_Video_3_D%27Niya_and_Ethen_Exploring_the_WODB_Task.html
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not necessary. Instead, you might consider a written reflection or a discussion in your 
LMS online discussion boards. Possible prompts for reflection or discussion include:  

• Based on your observations in 8.2 and the videos in the Bailey et al. (2020)
article, what phrases do you expect to hear when students are reasoning about
relative direction? Relative distance? Relative rates of change?

• One of essential understandings of function is that they provide a means to
describe how related quantities vary together - referred to as rate of change
(Cooney et al., 2010). Attending to the rate of change – the way in which the
output of a function changes as the input changes – is important as this is the
foundation for recognizing membership to particular function families. In what
ways does it seem that each of the representations of function (i.e., Cartesian
graph and dynagraph) highlight (or not) aspects of rate of change for the
students in 8.2 and in the Bailey et al. (2020) article?

• What are some other concepts that might be interesting to explore using dynamic
images in a WODB routine? Explain.

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
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8.2 Sample Responses 
Examining Student Thinking about Static vs. Dynamic Representations 
of Functions: Which One Doesn’t Belong?

The learning goal for the Which One Does Not Belong Task is: 
• Students will understand the connections between a dynagraph and a Cartesian

graph (i.e., parallel vs. perpendicular number lines).

Specific performance goals include: 
• Given a dynagraph, students will describe the key characteristics of a function
• Given a Cartesian graph, students will describe the key characteristics of a

function
• Students will compare and contrast the ways in which dynagraphs and Cartesian

graphs highlight (or not) key characteristics of functions.

Q1. High school students were posed the same WODB task as you were (above). They 
were asked to decide which one doesn’t belong and explain their choice. How do you 
anticipate HS students might reason about this task?  

Sample teacher responses to this item include: 
• The majority of high school students would choose A since it is the only linear

function since they have the most familiarity with linear functions.
• D because it opens up or because it is the only one to pass through the

origin.
• C because it is the only quadratic function or the only one that opens down
• B because the domain is not all real numbers or has a limited domain

Q2. Watch the video more than once so you don’t miss any details. Describe the 
various ways the students are reasoning about WODB. Across all four pairs of students, 

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
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what aspects of function do they draw upon as they talk about which function doesn’t 
belong? Include examples of the language they use.  

Here are four pairs of high school students discussing the Static WODB task 
above 

Sample Teacher responses: 
Graph A: 

• only one that did not have a curve or vertex
• only one that has a positive y-intercept
• linear as “one straight line”

Graph B: 
• did not cover the full domain of the graph, stopping at a certain x-

value - “starts/stops abruptly”
• only one in one quadrant
• square root function only had “half” of the graph.
• is “incomplete” while others are “complete”

Graph C: 
• negative for every x-value
• the end behavior of the quadratic: both ends go to negative infinity

Graph D: 
• it started at the origin
• only one with two straight lines

Across all four pairs: 
• The students draw upon shape when stating that a function is “one

straight line” or has a “curve.” They also note this when looking at
the absolute value, as it has “two straight lines.”

• They are looking at domain and range, most often with the square
root function, noting that it is “incomplete,” meaning it is not defined
for all x, and discussing the positive y-axis and end behavior.

• They also noticed when functions did or did not go through the
origin.

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule8/Mod8.2_Pairs_of_Students_Engaging_with_the_Static_WODB_videopage.html
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Q3. Consider this dynamic WODB 
task. Here, rather than static 
Cartesian graphs, functions are 
represented using dynagraphs. A 
dynagraph is a set of two parallel 
number lines. The input of the 
function is represented on one of the 
number lines and the output on the 
other. As the input is changed (the 
point dragged) the output changes 
accordingly.  

Dynamic WODB task 

How do you anticipate HS students might reason about this task? 

Sample Teacher responses: 
• I think they’ll pay a lot of attention to what happens at zero since it is the only

specific point shown.
• I think they’ll pay attention to the “arrow” connector and how far or how fast it

moves.
• I think they’ll pay attention to where there are gaps in the domain and range

as they drag the input.
• I hope they’ll pay attention to how fast and slow the output moves compared

to the input.

More specifically about each function sample responses include: 
• 𝑓(𝑥) - Arrow or function is constant or the arrow doesn’t move
• 𝑔(𝑏) - The arrow disappears, there is not an output value for every input,
• ℎ(𝑐) - The output moves really fast to the left, much faster than the others.
• 𝑗(𝑑) - They will note the movement on the left of zero is very different from on

the right of zero and it is the only one like that

Q4. Watch the video – more than once so you don’t miss any details. Describe the 
various ways the students are reasoning about WODB in this context. Across all four 
pairs of students, what aspects of function do they draw upon as they talk about which 
function doesn’t belong? Include examples of the language they use.  

Here are four pairs of high school students discussing the dynamic WODB task 
above. 

Sample Teacher responses: 
Dynagraph f 

• Red is different because they “move with each other” and all others “stretch”
• This one is linear

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
https://www.geogebra.org/m/ggkqpszq
https://ptmt.s3.amazonaws.com/esp/afmodule8/Mod8.2_Pairs_of_Students_Engaging_with_the_Dynamic_WODB_videopage.html
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Dynagraph g 

• The blue one’s  input gets bigger the output “slowly grows” 
• This one has no y values for some x values 

 
Dynagraph h 

• Orange moves very fast - Will not let arrow go left 
• Orange is “always a negative slope no matter where you put it”  
• “greater the number the greater the slope”  
• The orange seems “exponential”  
• The input and output on the orange one gets closer together as the input gets 

closer to 0 
 

Dynagraph j 

• Green stretched really fast 
• Green goes from “undefined to positive” 
• Green has a negative input but a positive slope 

 
 

Across all four pairs: 
All four pairs seemed to pay much attention to rate of change. They 
noticed the linear inputs and outputs “moved with each other,” indicating 
constant change. They noted as the blue input gets bigger they output 
“grows slowly.” They also noted domain on that one, stating it has “no y” 
for some x values. They noted that the input and output of the orange get 
close together at 0, but the “greater the number the greater the slope.” 
Thus they are seeing an increase in rate of change. They also note that all 
y values for this one are negative. They note that the green input has a 
negative input and positive “slope” (or output), which indicates they are 
looking at the relationship between x and y. 

 
 
Q5. Look back at the aspects of function you noted in Q2 and Q4. Compare and 
contrast the ways in which the students reasoned about the static and dynamic 
representations of function. What do you notice? What do you wonder?  
 

Sample teacher responses: 
• In both WODBs students were looking for linearity, something with which they 

were probably most familiar. 
• Dynamic took longer for students explore and focused mostly on slope.  
• In the first task, students commented more on shape and placement. (“One 

straight line”, two straight lines”, “intersects with origin”, “the rest of these are 
complete, this one only has half”, “only in one quadrant”) 

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
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• With the Cartesian graphs, students focused more on the shape of the graph 
(curved vs. straight) and the graphs’ intersections with the x and y axes. 
However, with the dynagraphs, students focused more on the speed at which 
the output changed in relation to the input, and noted when the change was 
very drastic or very slow. 

• The students focused more on the shape of the graphs on the static 
representation, but on the dynamic, they were forced to see how the input 
and the output of the graph related to each other. The dynamic representation 
made them pay more attention to what remained constant and how to input 
and output expanded faster or slower. On both representations, some 
students paid attention to the domain and range to focus on what made them 
different from the other graphs or charts.  

• For the most part, when looking at the static representations, they noticed the 
physical features of the graph; how one of them “stopped abruptly” or that one 
had a vertex, or that one was a straight line, while with the dynamic 
representation, they talked more about the behavior of the output 

 
 
Q6. Now that you have examined students’ work, revisit this question from 8.1: One of 
the essential understandings of function is that they provide a means to describe how 
related quantities vary together - referred to as rate of change (Cooney et al., 2010). 
Attending to the rate of change – the way in which the output of a function changes as 
the input changes – is important as this is the foundation for recognizing membership to 
particular function families. 
 
In what ways does each of the representations of function (i.e., Cartesian graph and 
dynagraph) highlight aspects of rate of change for these students?  

 
Sample teacher responses to this item include: 

• With Dynamic graphs students commented on speed as rate of change 
increased or decreased. Cartesian graphs give students a full picture to look 
at instead of a single “moment” that dynagraphs give. Students need to 
combine these “moments” to get an understanding of the rate of change. 

• When using the dynagraph it only focuses on the relationship between the 
input and the output. When looking at the graphs you are paying attention to 
the shape. Using the dynagraph helps with visually understanding the effect 
the input has on the output. 

• The dynagraph makes it easier to see the rate of change as you are 
manipulating the inputs and watching what occurs to the output. The arrow 
makes it clearly visible how quick one is changing in reference to the other as 
it grows and shrinks accordingly. The Cartesian does show rate of change, 
but it is easier to get caught up in the shape as well 

 
 
 

http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt
http://go.ncsu.edu/ptmt



